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PREFACE

During the past eighteen months a major controversy has

been developing over the proposed construction of a pipeline

which would move oil from the North Slope of Alaska to the

ice-free port of Valdez in Southeastern Alaska. At the center

of the controversy is the environmental impact statement on the

project prepared by the Department of the Interior in response

to the Section 102 requirement of the National Environmental

Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4321).. The Interior Department's 6-volume

environmental statement, running to nearly 3000 pages, was re-

leased in March 1972, accompanied by a 3-volume .report on economic

and security aspects.

This multilith is a brief guide to these 9 volumes of lengthy

documents. Abstracts of .the two reports are followed by a survey

of general comments which point up some of the principal problem

areas in the controversy.

For congressional staffs interested in undertaking further

study and analysis of the pipeline proposal, the Environmental

Policy Division has gathered together an extensive collection of

background documents including a complete set of the technical

project reports issued by the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company.

This material is available for use in the library of the division.
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BACKGROUND ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR THE PROPOSED TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE

On March 7, 1972,. the Department of the Interior released

the final environmental impact statement on the proposed Alaskan

oil pipeline. The pipeline--given a qualified recommendation by

the impact statement--would be built from the North Slope oil

fields near the Arctic Ocean to the ice-free port of Valdez

in southeastern Alaska. The environmental impact statement con-

sists of 6 volumes; three additional volumes address the economic

and security aspects of the proposal.

The report is required by the National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA) of 1969, which stipulates in Section 102(2)(C), that

all Federal agencies shall:

include in every recommendation or report on
proposals for legislation and other major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment, a detailed statement by the
responsible official on -

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed
action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which
cannot be avoided should the proposal
be implemented,

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term
uses of man's environment and the main-
tenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity, and

(v), any irreversible and irretrievable com-
mitments of resources which would be
involved in the proposed action should it
be implemented.

"W7
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Although the pipeline is to be built by private companies,

an environmental impact statement must be filed by the Interior

Department since about 640 miles of the 789 mile pipeline would

cross public lands. The companies cannot proceed with con-

struction without Interior approval of rights-of-way across public

lands. Thus, it is the use of public lands which constitutes the

"action" requiring implementation of NEPA procedures.

Since the discovery of significant oil reserves (estimates

range from 10-30 billion barrels; annual domestic consumption of

petroleum is about 4.9 billion bbl.) on the North Slope of Alaska

in 1968, a critical problem has been how to move the oil to market.

Concern for the protection of the, environment has delayed efforts to

develop the oil field and transport the petroleum by pipeline from

the North Slope to Valdez in southeastern Alaska. From Valdez the

oil would move by tanker to west coast refineries or other

destinations.

The pipeline, a joint venture of several private oil companies,

was first called the Trans Alaska Pipeline System, or TAPS, and,

more recently, the Alyeska Pipeline.

Conservationists gained a court order prohibiting the Secretary

of Interior from approving construction of the pipeline--the route

of which would be almost entirely over Federal lands--until questions

concerning the protection of the environment have been resolved.

ell" "
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In January, 1971, the Interior Department issued a draft

impact statement. The Department then held public hearings.

during February in Anchorage, Alaska and in Washington, D. C.,

later noting that 297 individuals testified. The printed hearing

record consisted of a ten volume transcript of 2,118 pages; 15

volumes of exhibits of 4,317 pages; and 12 volumes of supplemental

testimony of 3,639 pages.

In March, 1971, under procedures of the NEPA, which require

inter-agency circulation of draft statements, the Corps of

Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency commented adversely

on Interior's impact statement. In April, however, favorable state-

ments were filed by the Secretary of Commerce (despite reservations

expressed by some Department personnel); and then member of the

Council of Economic Advisers, Hendrick Houthakker.

Canadian Alternative

In the spring of 1971, there was widespread public discussion

of an alternate routing of the oil pipeline. The suggested route

was through the Mackenzie River Valley of Canada, south to Edmonton,

Alberta, at which point the pipeline would join existing oil pipe-

lines. There were already plans to construct a natural gas pipeline

along this route to move North Slope gas to midwestern markets. By

combining the gas and oil line routes in a single corridor, advocates

argued that environmental disruption would be minimized, and the

earthquake prone areas of southern Alaska could be avoided.

77 
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Offshore. Lease Sale Injunction

An event which contributed to the final form of the Alaskan

Pipeline impact statement occurred in December, 1971. A Federal

judge issued an injunction delaying a scheduled sale by the

Interior Department of oil and gas leases on the Outer Continental

Shelf off Louisiana. The delay was granted in response to a suit

filed by several conservation organizations contending that the

Department had failed to examine alternatives to the sale. Alter-

natives cited included the increasing of oil imports; eliminating

state oil production restrictions; and reducing the need for oil

by such means as limiting allowable horsepower for autos or requiring

better insulation for buildings.

The Wall Street Journal, Dec. 17, 1971, quoted the Judge as

follows:

"the court doesn't wish to give the impression
that it believes that alternatives are better than
the proposed sale, but it believes that these
alternatives must be explored and discussed thoroughly"
to satisfy the law.

The lease sale was cancelled a month later by the Interior

Department because the court delay over-extended the period during

which the Department was required to consider the bids or send them

back unopened.

As a result of this court action, Interior also delayed the

issuance of the final Alaska pipeline report for about two months

so that a broader range of alternatives could be included in the

77,
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record. Conservationists claimed that Interior had not given

thorough consideration to options other than the Alaskan routing

of the pipeline.

Status of Decision

The environmental impact report was an information, analysis

and recommendations document to assist decision makers. The

decision to proceed with the Alyeska pipeline was announced

May 11, 1972, by Secretary of Interior Rogers Morton (see announce-

ment on pp. 30-34). There is a possibility of further crucial

determinations on this matter by the Congress and the courts.

Organization

On the following pages will be found brief abstracts of the

several volumes of the Interior Department final environmental

impact statement on the Alaska pipeline proposal. Following the

abstracts is a commentary on those volumes, making reference to

the remarks of other interested parties.

A single abstract is provided for the three-volume package

on economic and security aspects'which accompanied the Department's

environmental impact statement. This is followed by an evaluation

of the economic/security arguments, ,again. with reference to the

comments of interested parties.

The summary evaluation deals with the weighing of environmental

considerat ons against those of economics and national security.
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ABSTRACT OF VOLUME I, INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

As now envisioned, the following are the components of

a sys tem for developing -and moving oil from the North Slope

of Alaska:

1. The oil fields

2. The pipeline and associated road

3. A marine terminal

4. A marine transportation system

Closely associated is the matter of producing and transporting

natural gas.

Volume I of the final environmental impact statement presents

in summary form the expected influences of each component of the

pipeline system, and alternatives to that system, upon the "abiotic,

biotic, and superposed socioeconomic" environmental sectors. (p. 87, 91).

As required by the NEPA, the anticipated adverse effects of the

project upon the natural environment are presented. Numerous possi-

bilities of disruption are presented in acknowledgement that the

cross-tundra pipeline is a departure from operating experience and

technology.

Adverse.short term-socioeconomic effects are listed as,

"increased inflation, unemployment [which at no time is expected

to fall below 8.4%], and other dislocations during construction"

(p. 157). Long term benefits center on the expected $250 million

annual royalty and production tax payments when the pipeline

operates at full capacity.
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The effects of denial of the permit application are all

ascribed t9 the socioeconomic sector.

"Defeiral with eventual granting of the permit would enable

the utilization in final pipeline system design of any additional

knowledge gained in these forms [further baseline studies of

natural systems] of research." (p. 258)

Regarding alternative pipeline routings, -no ,all-Alaskan

routings are found.to be significantly better than that proposed.

Noting the consideration of a gas pipeline corridor from the North

Slope through Canada, the report states, "Less environmental cost

would result .from a single transport corridor than from.two separate

corridors." (p. .273). This refers to the possibility of routing the

oil line parallel to the gas line.

PIP*.
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ABSTRACT OF VOLUME II, ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING OF THE PROPOSED
TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE

This volume contains a detailed description of the natural

physical systems which would be encountered in constructing the

pipeline along the North Slope-Valdez route requested by the

consortium .

The physiography and geology are described, as are the climate

and water resources including glaciers and glacial phenomena..

There is a brief discussion of earthquakes and permafrost, two con-

siderations in pipeline routing which are frequently cited by con-

servationists as being of great importance,

The biotic components include insects, which are briefly

mentioned, and the fishery and wildlife resources which are discussed

at some length. Discussion of vegetation is also extensive. These,

elements are discussed in. terms of geographic areas and as individual

species.

The concept and occurrence of wilderness is also discussed.

In dealing with the superposed socioeconomic systems, the

volume describes the land use, population distribution and condition,

and resource utilization practices as they now exist.

This volume of the overall report.does not address itself to

the impact pipeline development would have upon the environment; its

purpose is simply to describe the existing natural and social con-

ditions in some detail.
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ABSTRACT OF VOLUME III, ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING BETWEEN PORT VALDEZ,
ALASKA,. AND WEST COAST PORTS

Volume III follows the same outline and type of presentation

as is contained in volume II. The discussion is limited to a

description of the existing natural systems and socioeconomic

conditions.

The natural physical systems discussed are coastline and

marine geology; climate and weather; physical and biological

oceanography; marine and terrestrial mammals; and birds.

The socioeconomic systems detailed are fisheries, recreation,

and marine transportation.

The West Coast ports included in the discussion are Puget Sound,

San Francisco, Santa Barbara Channel, and San Pedro Bay--Los Angeles.

The section on marine transportation contains a discussion of

the probabilities of spillages. This is the procedural basis used

elsewhere in the impact statement for determining the likelihood of

spills in the marine portion of the oil movement route.

-7 7-1, r wlv ,Volgloljfw Tr- 1. -77--T
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ABSTRACT OF VOLUME IV, EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

This volume presents the most detailed description of the expected

effects of the oil pipeline construction and operation upon the abiotic,

biotic and socioeconomic systems encountered. The introduction states,

"The assessment attempts to describe in qualitative and, so far as is possible,

quantitative ways, all of the probable impacts that would occur."

The volume also generally describes' the environmental effects of

constructing a gas pipeline which will be an important component of the

overall North Slope energy utilization program. The volume notes that, "no

proposal describing a specific system or route [for gas] has been received,"

therefore, "several alternate gas line routes are considered." (p. 5-6).

In tarns of organization, the volume states:

In order to facilitate the analysis and the collation
of various parts of the analysis prepared by different
individuals, impact effects were defined and classified
as (1) construction-, (2) operation-, (3) post-operation-

related; (1) residual (certain or very likely), or (2)
threatened (less than very likely); (1) director (2) indirect.
(meaning a combination of two or more direct effects); and
(1) primary, (2) secondary, and (3) tertiary (meaning the
sequence in which the direct and indirect effects affect the
same or different' parts of the environment). (p. 3).

There is also a geographic arrangement of a portion of this 637 page volume.

777 7,r-,. 7-1 77'
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ABSTRACT OF VOLUME V, ALTERNATIVES TO 
THE PROPOSED ACTION

The introduction to volume V states

The proposed action and its objectives have various

4ternatives; some are available to the Secretary of the

Interior, some to the applicant, and some would involve

such complex policy matters that their 
implementation

would require Government-wide actions.

The Secretary of the Interior has three 
obvious

alternatives: grant the permits sought, deny them,

or defer decision if circumstances warrant deferral.

The latter course would lead ultimately 
to one of the

other two.

The applicant may withdraw or amend the application

or, in the. event of deferral or denial, consider

alternative routes, transportation systems, or other

means of utilizing North Slope crude oil. Alternative

conventional transport modes discussed 
in this section

include pipelines, as well as marine, rail, 
and truck

tankers. (p. '1)

These alternatives are indicated in Figure 
1.

The introduction continues:

Other alternatives discussed are the employment 
of

other sources or forms of energy, including the

conversion of North Slope crude to other 
forms and

the resultant variation in transport methods; and

changes in national policy in such areas as imports,

pricing, pro-rationing, and consumption.

The alternatives considered here are of various types,

but the treatment given to each follows the same general

plan. The'approach used is that 
used in the analysis of

Impact of the proposed pipeline system 
and consists of:

(1) developing baseline information about the environment

in the broadest sense) that would be affected by the

alternative; (2) developing available information on the

mpacting effects that would accompany 
the specific

,lternative; (3) analyzing the impact by combining the

environmental and impacting effects information, and (4)

preparing a statement evaluating the 
impact. The process

and the evaluation itself are dependent upon 
the information

available for the analysis and therefore less is said about

the alternatives with low information levels.

r
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e -
In addition to the impact evaluations pre-

pared for each alternative, all alternatives

within each group are compared with each other

in regard to impact.

The t-abular comparisons of the routing alternatives studies are

reproduced here.
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TABLE 1A.--COMPARfSON OF SOME ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS OF ALTERNATIVE OIL PIPELINE, GAS PIPELINE, TANKER ROTES, AND RELATED TERMINAL PORTS.

Based on information in volumes 2, 4 and 5 of this statement and other se tired below.

Pipeline Routes and Related Terminal Ports Marine Routes and Tenrin

Prudhoe Bay Prudhoe Bay Prudhoe Bay Prudhoe Bay Prudhoe Bay Prudhoe Bay- Prudhoe Bay Prudho

to to to to to Big Delta- thrui thru

Bering Sea Redoubt Bay Port Valdez Edmonton Edmonton Edmonton Bering Strait NW Pass-

Ports Cook Inlet) -Co-t -) Ir414"d)

Feasibility 
-7 X X X

Length, in miles
Terrestrial environment (pipeline system)

Alaska 750 790~ 790 110 150 730-

Canada 0 0 0 1,545 1,555 1,335 -
Continuo4230 230 305 315 230
Continuous permafrost zone 400 500 540 890 890 1,310

Total permafrost zones 7 750 730 770 1,195 1,205 1,740

Seismic zone 3 (Richter magni- 2600120
tude > 6.0)J 60.260 260 0 0 206

otal length on land 750 790 790 1,655 1,705 2,065

Karir.e environment (tanker 3,400 2,400 2,250

system)4,,
Total length on land and on sea 4,150 3,190 3,040 1,655 1,705 2,065 4,050

Major river and stream crossings 9 50/ 602/ 22/ 9l I 802/

Major mountain range crossings 2 3 0 2 2

':ores to table are on next page.
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Notes to Table IA:

1. These factors are relatively simple and readily quantified.nThey form aabudance quali f, rankings

given in table lA; that ranking also includes value judgements base 4 andac quitan

vulnerability of specific resources, as described in detail in volumes 4 and 5 of this statement.

2 "X" indicates technical feasibility now; Dash indicates that route or transportation mode could probably

not be operable before 1980, due to lack of clear demonstration that all components ecnvolved aresibiloy

vwonidldbe technically feasible. Question mark indicates significant uncertainty

3. All distances are approximate. Edmonton, Canada and Los Angeles, California were selected as reasonable

destinations for the terrestrial and marine routes; there is no intent to establish any kind of length

dependent "weighting".

4. Alyeska (1971c; also repeated in this volume under "Ice free ports in southern Alaska" gives 852 miles

for this route.

5. The linear extent of permafrost should not be taken as a limiting parameter, although lengthis of

course significant. More important is the ice content and grain size of the permas material. A

discussed in some detail in volumes 4 and 5, different segments of different ro haveg

differing thaw'susceptibility.

6. Source: U. S. Department of Defense, 1966, Seismic design for buildings: Dept. of Army technical

I anlThi 8-5 n 1'; also Dept. of Navy publication, NAVDOCKS P-355; also Dept. of Air Force manual
AYU 88-3, Chap. 13, plate 1-2.

It should be noted that these seismic zones are not comparable to those specified in the Department of

the Interior Stipulations for the proposed Alyeska pipeline system because the latter have not been

formally extended beyond the corridor of the proposed system.

See also Krinsley, D. B., Davies, W. E., Rachlin, J., and Newton, E. G., 1971, Existing environment

of natural corridors from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to Edmonton, Canada: U. S. Geol. Survey open-file report

7. These numbers are probably high relative to the those given for otheroroutes because of the greater

amount of detailed information available for the proposed pipeline route. Nevertheless, it should

also be noted that the numbers do not include the many crossings of the Sagavanirktok, andistgun River

The Redoubt Bay alternative would involve many crossings in the Minto Flats area and

parallel to the Nenana and Susitna Rivers.

8. These figures do not reflect long distances parallel to the Mackenzie River and potential multiple

crossings of that river.

t.
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TABLE 1B...-CCMPARATIVE RANKING OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE PIPELINE AND TANKER ROUTES AND RELATED TERMINA PORTS.
Based on information in volumes 4 and 5 of this statement. See text for discussion of ranking procedure.f

Pipeline Routes and Related Terminal Ports Marine Routes and Terminal

Prudhoe Bay
to

Bering Sea
Ports

Prudhoe Bay
to

Redoubt Bay
(Cook Inlet)

Prudhoe Bay
to

Port Valdez

Prudhoe Bay
to

Edmonton
(Coastal)

Prudhoe Bay
to

Edmonton.
(Inland)

Prudhoe Bay-.
Big Delta-.
Edmonton

Prudhoe Bay
thru

Bering Strait

Prudhoe Bay
thru

NW Passage

Feasiaili ty

Avoidable environmental impacts.
Terrestrial enviror.ment

Terrain disruption-pipeline
Terrain disrution-terminral
Cor.structior. materials
Induced terrain disruption
Surface and grour.dwater
Air quality
Vegetation/habitat disruption
Fisheries
Wildlife, including birds

;;;ysical space cor-nitment
?ecreation/aesthetics

Aiderness
Co..ities'ative culture & subsistence

.arr.e enviro:-.ert
Alas:an ter:.i:.nl port waters
Destir.ation port waters
Fis series
Wildlife, ircludeg birds

Threater.ed en-;iro-.-ental impact factors'!
Terres'r1 e:vcror.ent

Ze '-.i r's-pipeli:e
e ic r -ter:.inal

er-:.fesd.-:dation
c e -.. Lr C

-r ecultiti

x

A
E
D

B
E
F
E
D"-

F
E

F

C
A
C
C
C
A
C
D
C
A
D
F
C
C

C
C
F
F

A
A
C.
A
A

C
C

X

D
A
D
D
D

B
D

F
E

D
H
C
H
H

D
A
G
D

E
A
H
B

D
E
C
B

3
A

D
C
C

3
BJ

X X

D-
No I'rpact

F
D
D
D
F
C-
E
F
C
G
D
D

No Tr, c!
No Trpct

C
C

A
No Threat

E
C
B

D
No Impact

F

D
D

F
D
E

F
E
F

E

No Impact
No Impact

A
A

A
::o Threat

E
C
B

D
No Impact

F
D
D
D

F

D
F
G
C
G

G

No Impact
No Impact

A
A

D
No Threat

E
B
B

No TNrea o Threat No Threat
No Threat -. o Threat No Threat

NQ'~ez t tC.IC T CC7-. Thn t - i f P

C)
Ul)

f-4

A
A
A
A
A

No Impact
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
C
D
F

No Threat
A
A

.:o T.reat
: ;o reat

D
D

A
A
A
A
A

No Impact
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
C
D
F

No Treat
A
A:: 'Threat

:o Threat

E

D
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Notes to Tible iB:

1. a. Impacts and impact factors are greatly generalized; see text of volumes 4 and 5 for details of both.
Impacts of gas transportation system are not included.

b. Ranking is from A through H for each of the impact factors. Where no impact would occur, "no impact"
is entered in table. Rank A represents the least relative impact; B, the next greater, and so on.
In the case of "ties", meaning that more than one route ranks about the same, the same letter is
applied to those routes and the "A" through "H" letter series is reentered at the proper place after
the tie (for example, AACCEFFH).

c. The concept of the table is such that there is intentionally no significance in a verticall sense; that
is, an "A" on one horizontal line is not comparable to an "A" on another horizontal line. This is be-cause the impacts and threats on the different lines are different in terms of magnitude and signifi-
cance; no adequate basis exists for "weighting" the factors that are on the different lines against each
other; and therefore no "weighting" is attempted.

Because of this, no objective summations or other manipulations can be made in the vertical dimension
of the table. In short, the table has horizontal significance for comparison purposes, but no vertical.

d. The ranking process requires not only recognition of the factors shown on Table 1A, but also integration
of length and less simple factors for all topics considered; for example, under Unavoidable environmental
impacts - terrestrial environment - terrain disruption - pipeline, all of the routes (except the Bering
Sea port route) are rated the same even though there is a difference of about 2X in land length between
the trans-Alaska routes and the trans-Alaska-Canada routes (see Table lA.). In this case the greater
length of the Canadian route is offset by the greater terrain disruption that would be involved in cross-
ing at least I more mountain range in any trans-Alaska route and the occurrence along those routes of
known areas of high ice content permafrost.

2. Terrestrial environment impacts are limited and localized at the terminal area.

3. Dash indicates that route or transportation mode could probably not be operable before 1980, due to lack ofclear demonstration that all components involved are now or would be technically feasible. Question mark
;indicates significant uncertainty; "X" indicates considered technically feasible now.
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Notes to Table lB (cont'd):

4. Impacts during construction, operation, and post-operation phases all combined; as are all effects
that contribute to any impact "topic" listed.

5. a. Impact factors essentially confined to operation phase.

b. Factors listed could convert to environmental impacts through causing or contributing in some
way to the occurrence of large or small oil spills.

c. When and if such spills occur, their effects would be additive with the unavoidable impacts
listed above.

C)
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COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

The final impact statement is arranged throughout to conform

with the language of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

Thus, sections are headed, "The environmental impact of the pro-

posed action"; "Adverse environmental effects which cannot be

avoided should the proposal be implemented"; "Alternatives to the

proposed action"; "Relationship between local short-term uses of

man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term

productivity", and "Irreversible and irretrievable commitments of

resources which would be involved in the proposed action should it

be implemented". These are the phrases which appear in Section 102(2) (C)

of the NEPA.

The discussion of unavoidable or possible. environmental damage

is presented in quite detached fashion, in a tone of understatement

contrasting with much of the public discussion which preceded,

accompanied and followed release of the final environmental impact

statement. The matter of style is, at any rate, of little importance

in comparison with the substantive point in question, the extent of

environmental damage which would result from construction of the

pipeline.

There is a narrower gulf of disagreement between the writers of

the report and the pipeline opponents, on one element, at least.

Both sides agree that there are many unknown quantities relating to

the construction of the pipeline. Throughout the report, there is

I.V ft_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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repeated use of phrases such as "little is known", "information

is unavailable", "cannot be conclusively predicted", and "uncertain".

The significance given to this lack of knowledge by the

Department and by pipeline opponents differs considerably, however.

To the former, the lack of knowledge is simply a matter of current

fact; .to the opponents, it is a major reason for not proceeding

with the pipeline through Alaska at this time. Further litigation

based on this argument is a strong possibility.- The final deter-

mination on whether or not to build the pipeline through Alaska may

well. be made by the Supreme Court.

Professor of Law Harold P. Green, in a' report published by the

Conservation Foundation in May, 1972, "The National Environmental

Policy Act in the Courts", wrote with regard to such judicial action:

There are intimations in some of the decisions

involving NEPA that the judicial role might under

some circumstances extend to judicial review on

matters of substance. In Committee for Nuclear

Responsibility v. Seaborg, where the plaintiffs
sought to enjoin conduct of the CANNIKIN nuclear

weapons test, the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia stated that the court

has a "limited function" on the ultimate issue
whether a project should be undertaken or not on
the basis of assessment and weighing of various

factors, This can be interpreted to mean that

the courts may in some cases pass on the ultimate

substantive issues. And in Calvert Cliffs, the
same court expressed the view that:

"The reviewing courts probably cannot reverse

a substantive. decision on its merits.. .unless it

be shown that the actual balance of costs and
benefits that was struck was arbitrary or clearly
gave insufficient weight to environmental values."

(Emphasis added.)
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The review of environmental impacts is extensive, although

unknowns remain and quantification is often missing. The impact

statement does indicate in considerable detail the types of

environmental disruption that would accompany construction of a

pipeline from the North Slope.

The statement is not a "decision document", but was designed

as a tool for decision makers, , a point stressed by Interior Under

Secretary Pecora at the time the statement was made public.

Nonetheless, the comparison of Alaskan and Canadian routed given.

on pages 320-322 of the summary volume, strongly indicates less

overall environmental threat from the Canadian alternative.

A former Interior Department economist who worked on the

report, Richard Nehring, testified before the Joint Economic

Committee in June, 1972, that such a conclusion was contained in

the draft report, but was later removed by Interior officials.

The Interior decision supporting the Alaskan route was not

based primarily on environmental considerations. Rather,

Secretary Morton said, "The United States vitally needs the

Prudhoe Bay oil and we need this oil delivered to our West Coast

as promptly and as safely as possible."
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ABSTRACT AND COMMENTS ON THE ECONOMIC AND SECURITY REPORT

The three-volumes of the Economic Analysis make the case

for the Alaska pipeline on national security grounds, rather than

economic ones. It does this by taking as a national goal the

reduction of oil imports from the Eastern Hemisphere. 
And since

North Slope oil moved via the Alaska route will reduce imports by

an equal amount--and do so sooner than any other "practical" alter-

native--the Alaskan pipeline is seen as an important security

objective.

Other major findings of the report include:

-The determination that no transporation alternative is

economically more efficient than the trans-Alaska pipe-

line system; the only equally efficient alternative is

a pipeline through the Mackenzie Valley of Canada.

--The Mackenzie Valley pipeline system would, on largely

economic considerations, supply oil to the Mid-Continent

area of the U.S.; the trans-Alaska pipeline system would

deliver oil to the West Coast.

--At least to the period 1980-85, crude oil will be the

preferred and necessary source of liquid fuels.

--The crude oil deficit for the U.S. by 1980 without North
Slope oil would most probably be 11.6 million barrels
per day; with North Slope oil the deficit would most

probably be from 9.6 to 10.1 million barrels per day.

In making up this latter deficit, the Western Hemisphere

will supply between 2.95 and 4.85 million barrels per

day; the remainder--roughly 5.9 million barrels per day--

would come from the Eastern Hemisphere.

Ae a +, 
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CRITIQUE

The Economic Analysis appears to be a well-researched

document--as far as it 'goes. A significant flaw in the study

is its failure to consider the possible economies of building

the oil pipeline through the same corridor as the gas pipeline;

criticism has focused on this point. It has already been deter-

mined that gas produced at the North Slope will travel the

Canadian route to Midcontinent markets. However, the consortium

that submitted plans for the Alaskan oil pipeline did not 
draw.

up blueprints for the Canadian alternative. Thus there was no .

readily available data on dual corridor costs from which the

study could draw.

Excluding the possible economies of parallel lines, the

report reaches the indeterminate conclusion that the Alaskan oil

pipeline is no less efficient, from an economic standpoint, than

the Canadian pipeline. It is true that the Mackenzie route would

take longer to construct (since the plans are not yet off the

drawing board) and, being three-times the length of the Alaskan

pipeline, would cost more. But it may very well be that the

economies of a dual corridor would reduce this extra cost 
signi-

ficantly and, with the claimed reduction in environmental 
costs,

would make this route a preferable alternative.

Moreover, some of the specific findings of the study raise

doubts about the advisability of tapping North Slope oil resource,

regardless of the route chosen:

IIM I" q, T7!,
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(1) The report finds that for national security

reasons it is important to tap the North

Slope as soon as possible. Still, it is

admitted that by 1980 imports may be as

high as 47% even with North Slope oil, as

compared with 53% without it.

(2) The report also admits that the Alaska pipe-

line (expected to be in operation by 1975)

will bring about a surplus of oil on the

West Coast, the surplus lasting until the

early 1980s. This temporary excess, the

report states, will probably be exported to

Japan. (The findings do not consider the

fact that North Slope oil would not bring

about a surplus in oil-starved Mid-continent

markets.)

(3) The importation of less oil is found to have

a positive effect on the balance of payments.

Yet, the report published a dissenting argument

that took the position that this positive effect

would be minimal. It said that the U.S. dollars

used to buy Eastern Hemisphere oil were, to a

large extent, re-spent in the U.S. With less

dollar holdings as a result of decreased U.S.

import of oil, according to .this viewpoint,

less will be spent on U.S. products.

(4) The report finds that North Slope oil can be

delivered to the Continental U.S. at substan-

tially less cost than oil imported from the

Eastern Hemisphere. Nonetheless, the report

points out that the quota system would keep

supply and demand in balance at the current

price. The question .is raised as to whether

a windfall profit would accrue to the oil

companies.

(5) The report states that the regional effect--i.e.,

the effect on the state of Alaska--will be

positive. It estimates that royalty and tax

revenue from North Slope oil will amount to

about $300 million per year at full pipeline

- capacity... Still, the report also concludes

that the pipeline will not significantly re-

duce existing barriers to native employment

and will bring about an increase in the cost

of living in Alaska proper.

1
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SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

1. The environmental statement describes many unavoidable

and possible environmental damages which 
would result from

construction of the pipeline through. Alaska.

2.' There is no transportation alternative economically more

efficient than the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System according to

the Economic Summary, which notes that the Mackenzie Valley

route is equally efficient.

3. The alternate routing through Canada was not as thoroughly

examined as the Alaska routing in either the environmental or the

economic context, the primary reason being that details con-

cerning such a route are reportedly unavailable. In addition,

no official detailed proposal for a Canadian routing had been

made at the time the U.S. study was underway.

4. What has ultimately appeared to be the most frequently cited

argument in support of the Trans Alaska route is the national

security finding that, "it is important toget North Slope oil to

the lower 48 states as soon as possible." An associated contention

is that the Canadian routing would involve a time penalty of

several years. Secretary of the Interior Morton testified before

the Joint Economic Committee on June 22, 1972 that the difference

in time of completion of a Canadian pipeline might be 
as much as

seven years longer than 'for the Alaskan route.

3 1 '~ 
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These elements--environmental damage, economic factors, missing

information on the Mackenzie Valley route, and a national security

need for prompt availability of North Slope oil--are central issues

in the Alaska pipeline controversy.

Secretary of Interior Morton, upon evaluation of the available

information, decided to grant permission for the necessary pipeline

rights-of-way. This decision was criticized by environmentalists

as not following directly from the information contained in the

impact statement and associated economic and security analysis

published by the Interior Department. Another criticism was that

further'hearings were not held after issuance of the final impact

statement.

The final impact statement is regarded by many observers as

a quite thorough examination and exposition of the 
environmental

factors involved in the proposed construction project. There have

been criticisms, however, that specific problems have not been

adequately studied, and, as previously mentioned, criticisms of

the lack of knowledge about the magnitude of some of the unavoidable

and potential environmental damages.

The uncertainties within the Congress about the wisdom of the

decision of Secretary Morton to approve construction are exemplified

by two legislative actions which followed the Secretary's announce-

ment.

The Joint Economic Committee scheduled hearings on the pipeline

question. These were held June 7, 8, 9, and 22, 1972. The testimony

Illw," MOW , -I.
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of non-governmental witnesses generally questioned the validity

of the Department's economic and security conclusions which

favored the Alaskan over the Canadian route. Government witnesses,

including Secretary Morton, and Alaska Governor William Egan,

stressed again their conviction that the best interests of the

nation would be served by construction of the pipeline through

Alaska.

The second legislative move was the introduction of a Bill

H.R. 15227, by Rep. Aspin on May 31, 1972. The purpose of this

proposal is indicated in the following digest:

H. R. 15277 5/31/72
Mr. Aspin Interior and Insular Affairs
DIGEST:

Provides that, notwithstanding any other provision of law
or rule of law, no oil or natural gas pipeline from Alaska's
North Slope shall be constructed or used unless specifically
authorized by the Congress.

Provides that the Secretary of the Interior shall refer
any proposal to construct or use an oil or natural gas pipeline
from Alaska's North Slope, including any proposal which he has
given notice of an intent to approve on or before the date of
enactment of this Act, to the National Academy of Sciences which
shall thoroughly study and investigate the economic and environ-
mental aspects of such pipeline.

There has been no action on the bill.

The Alaska pipeline proposal has not been without supporters.

In testimony before the Joint Economic Committee on June 22,

Senator Stevens of Alaska said:
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I have consistently been a strong supporter
of a trans-Alaska pipeline. I believe that there
are many sound reasons, both economic, environ-
mental, and in terms of national security, why
the construction of. a trans-Alaska pipeline must
be commenced as soon as possible.

}Lis testimony outlined thoroughly the expected reasons for delay

in building the pipeline through Canada, and the economic and

security consequences of that delay.

CRS-29
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CZ:CE OF THE SECRETARY

MAY 11, 1972

EMi3AR O: NOT TO BE RELEASED IN ANY FORM UNTIL 3 P. M. EDST.

2 
PZMNTTBY SECRETARY Or THE ANTERIOR ROGERS C. B. MORTON

CONCERNING APPLICATION FOR A TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE RIGHT OF WAY

Aiter great deliberation and reflection, I have determined that it is inonai interest of the United States to grant a right-of-way permit forthe Trans-Alaska Pipeline which will transport crude petroleum from Statehands in northern Alaska to the south coast port of Valdez.

This is a decision that required and has received a very carefulconsideration of this Nation's interest in protecting the human environment
an(, our interest in maintaining a secure and adequate supply of a vitally neededenergy resource. Development' of the Prudhoe Bay oil discovery and theLarspor Lation of that oil for use in the "lower 48" states will involve somecnvi onmentai costs and some environmental risks regardless of how the oilis transported and over what route. On the other hand, the United Statesaitaiy needs the Prudhoe Bay oil and we need this oil delivered to our WestCoast as promptly and as safely as possible. In reaching my decision, I havenoe tne benefit of the most comprehensive environmental impact statementever prepared, as well as numerous studies and analyses and comments ofm any thoughtful people both within and without government concerning theenvironmental, economic, national security and other issues involved. I amconvinced that the decision is consistent with the policies set by the Congressnhe National Environmental Policy Act of 196 h ' DY .9, which this Department andlI, per sonally, are deeply committed to carry' out.

Because this issue involves the balancing of complex considerationsuat this Nation will face again and again, I inquired deeply into many questionsincluding the following:

(1) Is it in the national interest, including the regional interests ofthe people of Alaska, that the oil on the North Slope of Alaska bedeveloped and transported to the "lower 48" states?

, ~..
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(2) Which of several alternative routes described in our final impact
statement are economically feasible and environmentally acceptable?

(3) What are the relative environmental costs of the proposed combined
Trans-Alaska pipeline-tanker system and a possible Trans -Alaska-
Canada pipeline ?

(4) What route would make the most beneficial contribution to national
energy requirements ?

(5) Can the suggested Trans-Alaska-Canada pipeline be translated
into an action plan within a time frame, funding structure, and a
delivery capacity for U. S. oil that would be compatible with United
States National Interest?

Each of these questions 'requires a thoughtful analysis. My careful
review of these issues has led me, with firm conviction, to the following
conclusions:

(1) National Interest in Alaska North Slooe

Our best estimate is that U. S. demand for oil by the year 1980 will
range between 20 and 25 million barrels per day and that without North Slope
oil domestic production would be as low as 9 to 12 million barrels per day,
leaving a potential deficit of many millions of barrels per day. These figurestake into account the reasonable prospects of developing other sources of energy.

In addition to the national interest served by developing domestic energy
resources, delivery of the North Slope reserves to the"lower 48" through
Alaska will be beneficial to the economic development of the State and is
favored by a large majority of Alaskans.

Therefore, I conclude that we should now proceed with development
of the Alaska North Slope resources.

(2) Alternative Routes:

Of the several alternative routes described in the final environment a
impact statement, I have given most serious consideration to two -- the Prudhoe

* Bay-Valdez route passing near Fairbanks, and the much longer Trans-Alaska-
Canada route along the MacKenzie River to Edmonton. Routes requiring
tankers via the Northwest Passage, the Beaufort Sea, or the Bering Sea are not
technologically feasible at this time. Both land routes would require a right-
of -way permit over Alaska terrain.

,_ . ,u
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(3) Relative Environmental Costs:

The SLate of Alaska has already permitted an area of some
hundreds of square miles of State lands in the Prudhoe Bay petroleum
field to be developed in the form of roads, drilling pads, air fields,
gravel su pply pits, port facilities and communities. The Trans -Alaska
right-offway to Valdez would commit an additional area of 30 to 50
square hiles to development. The Trans-Canada right-of-way would
commit less acreage in Alaska to developrtent but much more in the
Canadian wilderness area. Under either alternative hundreds of
thousands of square miles of pristine wilderness remain untouched.

The environmental impact statement shows the Trans -Canadaroute, because it would be-longer and would traverse a greater area of
permafrost ,would cause greater actual damage to terrain and biotic
habitat. The impact statement also reveals that the Trans-Alaska
route involves a greater pollution risk from potential earthquakes and
from the tanker route from Valdez to the "lower 48" states. However ,

significant steps have been and will yet be taken to protect against
those risks.

Stipulations governing this permit will provide maximum
assurance of protection against potential environmental damage from
earthquakes along the Alaska pipeline route. No other pipeline orpetroleum transportation system is subject to the degree of protection
that our stipulations will provide.

I have carefully reviewed the potential damage to the marine
environment that might be caused by tanker activity in Prince WilliamSound and along Pacific sea lanes. Two kinds of potential marine
pollution exist: (1) small chronic discharges and (2) accidental
discharges of large volumes. Strict regulations are being developed
to minimize the pollution threat from both these sources. Additionally,
U.S. leadership for safer oil transport systems can open the way to
stronger international controls to reduce oil pollution in the oceansand harbors of the world.

(4) effect on National Energy Requirements:

Completion of the Trans-Alaska line would require at least
three years from date of approval, thereby permitting the delivery
of oil by about ]976. According to best estimates, the Trans-Canada
line would involve at least 3 to 5 years additional time for completion.
The potential deficit in domestic supply to meet the United States oilrequirements will become more critical as this decade progresses.
Under present circumstances, it is clear that imports from the eastern

4
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hemisphere would be the principal offset for that deficit. In addition
to my own conclusions, appropriate. officials of the United States
Government have advised me that it is in the interest of national security,
balance of payments, and reliability of energy supply to achieve early delivery
of North Slope oil to reduce our dependence on such imports.

The Pacific Coast Region in 1975 will have a projected crude
oil deficit, exclusive of Canadian and Alaskan sources, of more

than one million barrels per day. This deficit by 1980 is projected to
increase to 2 million barrels per day and still greater in subsequent years.

Alaska North Slope Crude via Valdez will offset the need for
foreign oil and will increase the U.S. tanker fleet operating on the high
seas. In the first few years of operation of the proposed trans-Alaska
pipeline the flow is expected to reach about one million barrels daily.
Its capacity of 1.6 to 2 million barrels daily is not expected until1980 or
later. Alaska North Slope oil, therefore, will be a timely contribution
to the needs of the West Coast -- a region that does not have the diversityand flexibility of supply available to the midwest.

(5) The Trans-Alaska-Canada Alternative:

Several factors make a bilateral arrangement for such an oil pipeline
impractical at this time. These are:

(1) U. S. requirement for the entire capacity of any oil pipeline;

(2) uncertainty and delay in arranging for financing of a Trans-Canada
oil pipeline;

(3) delay of project pending the completion of environmental, engineering,
and construction studies for a Canadian route.

I am convinced that it is our best national interest to avoid all further
delays and uncertainties in planning the development of Alaska North Slope oil{ reserves by having a secure pipeline located under the total jurisdiction and
for tne exclusive use of the United States.
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CON CLUSIOZS:

I am proud of the way in which the Department of the Interior has re-
sponded to the letter and spirit of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969. Recognizing the need to protect the Alaskan environment, we have
c eveloped the strictest environmental regulations to control design and con-
:a uction o the biggest non-Government project in history. These r:wd.atons

w'vI .be strictly enforced. Surveillance and.continual inspection will rigorously
imonicor design, construction, quality control testing, operation, and mna:tenance
throughout the life of the pipeline. This will require the help of other Federal
agencies such as the Department of Transportation, the Corps of Engineers,
the Department of Commerce and the Environmental Protection Agency -- all
of whom have agreed to assist in exercising our Federal responsibility.

To those people in the United States who for honorable reasons differ
wkh this decision, let me say that my final decision was reached after monThs
of deliberation and with consideration of the views that have been expressed
from all sides. On balance,, I am confident that my decision now in favor of
a Trans-Alaska pipeline is in the best interests of the Nation and the American
people.
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